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ALREADY DIAGNOSED? PARTICIPATE IN
OUR CLINICAL PHENOTYPE STUDY.
CONTACT info@fundacionlibellas.org

CLIFAHDD & IHPRF
SYNDROMES
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FUNDACION LIBELLAS

We are an international nonprofit, patient
advocacy, organization dedicated to

improving the lives of children affected by
NALCN and UNC80 ion channel related

diseases.
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Provide support and funding for NALCN
related diseases

 
Promote Advocacy & NALCN education,

build rare disease awareness
 

Bring together patients, physicians, and
researchers

RESEARCH COMMITTEE

MISSION

There are no available treatments to
date and the development of novel

therapeutics is necessary.
 

NALCN diseases are chronic, seriously
disabling, and require multidisciplinary

medical care.
 

DONATE
When you invest in NALCN research,

you are not only helping families
affected by CLIFAHDD and IHPRF
syndromes; you are also funding

scientific advances in medicine, to
include neurology, endocrinology,
pulmonology, gastroenterology,

cardiology, and cancer.
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Developmental
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Common Symptoms

Types of NALCN Diseases

CLIFAHDD "congenital contractures of
the limbs and face, hypotonia, and
developmental delay":
The "leak" in the channel is allowing
more sodium to reach the cells, causing
those cells to be overactive. The
electrical impulse is stronger than it
would be in someone without a NALCN
gene mutation. This syndrome is caused
by a change in only one copy of the
NALCN gene.  It is usually caused by a
"De Novo" or new variant that is not
hereditary and was not passed on by
parents.  Although extremely rare, it
could happen to anyone.

IHPRF "infantile hypotonia with
psychomotor retardation and
characteristic facies":
Type 1 causes decreased electrical
activity; not enough sodium is reaching
the cells because the gene is essentially
underactive or fully inactive. The syndrome
is the result of changes in both copies of
the gene.  Two altered genes are
inherited: one from each parent.

IHPRF Type 2 occurs when there is a loss
of function in the UNC80 gene.  This gene
provides instructions to NALCN.  Mutations
on UNC80 impair the stability of the
NALCN gene.  IHPRF2, like IHPRF1 results
from two altered parent genes.

 
EURODIS reports that while 72% of rare diseases

are genetic, 28% are caused by infections,
allergies and environmental hazards.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Research conducted in 2019, by Orphanet and
EURODIS, concluded that 300 million people

worldwide are living with a rare disease,
equating to roughly 4% of the population.

 

There is a common misconception that
genetic diseases are only hereditary or in
some way physically visible. This is not always
the case with NALCN diseases, which can
make them difficult to diagnose.  

NALCN Diseases are only diagnosable
through genetic testing. Caregivers of
CLIFAHDD and IHPRF patients, have the
certainty of knowing diagnoses are objective
based on the identification of specific
mutations in the gene.

The Sodium (Na) Leak (L) Channel (CN)
gene regulates the electrical activity of
different cells. Ions flow through the
channel to create electrical impulses that
are communicated across cells
throughout the body's organ systems. 
 When there is a gene mutation, it
changes the electrical impulses, causing
significant health problems.  Finely tuned
electrical activity is required for many
fundamental physiological processes such
as breathing, movement, pain tolerance,
and sleep.

What is NALCN?

• Developmental Delay/ Intellectual
Disability
• Respiratory Disorders 
• Gastrointestinal Conditions
• Sleep Disturbances
• Facial Dysmorphism that may or may
not be apparent at birth
• Contractures/Distal arthrogryposis
(only in CLIFAHDD syndrome)

The severity and commonality of
symptoms can vary across syndromes.

CLIFAHDD, IHPRF1, IHPRF2 

For additional
information, please
review the NALCN Fact
Sheet provided here:

IHPRF2 CLIFAHDD

CLIFAHDD IHPFR1


